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A THIRTEENTH-CENTURY BROOCH HOARD FROM HAMBLEDEN,
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE (Fig. II)

In 1996 a hoard of fifty-nine copper alloy annular brooches was found by a metal
detectorist in the parish of Hambleden, Buckinghamshire. It was reported that two had
been found 'at a depth of about a foot and that the remainder were about eighteen inches
deep'. Most had eVidently been stacked on top of one another, in a small pit containing a
darker fill compared to the surrounding substrate. No archaeological examination was
possible. During conselVation a very fine sediment loosely adhering to the brooches was
noted.

No other artefacts were obselVed at the time of discovery, nor any evidence of a
container or string. The burial positions were not recorded; the sequential catalogue
numbers were assigned after soning in the Museum.
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The hoard was eventually acquired by Buckinghamshirc County Museum with
generous assistance from the Museums & Galleries Commission purchase grant fund. The
accession number is AYBCM '996.83.1-.59.

There are three types of brooch. Type I (No. I) is unique in the hoard and has a 0
sectioned hoop with an external diameter of 41 mm divided into eight zones which are
alternately plain and decorated. The decoration consists of a white metal inlay in an IXI
pattern on the flat face and an 1< > I pattern on the semicircular face. The fields between
the flanking Is are filled with punched annulcts 0.5 mm in diameter, and a single line of
annulets flanks each I. The pin is countersunk (only brooch No.2 also has this feature) and
the plain zone upon which Its tip rests has a flattened surface. The pin loop is penannular
and its semicircular sectioned collar has an incised diaper pattern. The pin tip is scooped
to facilitate its resting position on the hoop. The upper and lower surfaces of this brooch
are scratched and, unlike the others, its appearance lacks a pristine sparkle. It possibly had
some wear.

The second type of brooch (Nos. 2 and 15-59 inclusive), has a hoop which is half
plain and half cable, the valleys between the cable ridges bemg decorated with pairs of
triangular punch marks. The latter were applied after the hoop had been removed from
the mould and explains the slight variation in hoop diameter, from 40 mm to 43.5 mm, of
brooches evidently from the same or similar moulds, the deformation bcing caused by
punching.

The pins articulate freely, their loops arc crimped at the top and the extreme tips arc
bevelled on both faces. Thirty·five have D-sectioned imbricated collars and eight have
rectangular-sectioned imbricated collars. The pin is missing from No. 58. Pin thicknesses
vary from 3 mm to 4 mm, and lengths from 43.5 mm to 46 mm.

Brooch NO.2 differs in both size and pin attachments. At 30 mm external diameter it
is the smallest brooch in the hoard and, with No. t, has the only countersunk pin. Its collar
is rectangular·sectioned and has two plain faces alternating with two faces decorated with
diagonal lines. The pin is '2 mm thick x 33 mm. long.

The third type, Nos. 3-14 inclusive, has two plain zones separating two cabled zones
with punched decoration as before. The hoop diameters vary from 41 mm to 44 mm, the
pin thicknesses from '2.,'} mm to 4 mm, and pm lengths from 41 mm to 46 mm. Nine of the
pins have D-sectioned Imbricated collars and two have rectangular-sectioned imbricated
collars. The pin of brooch No.6 is an oddity, having a cotton reel-shaped collar with
milled edges.

An impression is given ofa heap of mixed pins upon the workbench being fitted to the
single and double cable hoops as they came to hand. Perhaps the pin of No. 6 was left over
from a previous order, although it may have been a damaged castmg which was filed down
to improve its appearance.

The standard of workmanship is very high and the preservation of the metalwork
overall is remarkably good. All the brooches have a dark green patina. Apart from the
missing pin of No. 58, the pin loop of No. 5 is broken, the pin tips of Nos. 23 and 37 are
missing, the pin tip of No. 59 is bent and the pin shaft of No. 12 is bent. There is a
deliberately cut line across one of the plain zones of hoop No. 13, which lies under the
patination.

The finished, but unworn, condition of the brooches together with their similarity and
the {apparent) absence of tools, scrap and mould fragments suggests that these were a stack
straight from the manufacturer. It is interesting, even if fruitless, to speculate whether the
hoard was buried by a manufacturer, merchant or thief. The site of the workshop is
similarly a matter for speculation, London being the obvious candidate, whilst the market
ofany size nearest to the burial spot would have been High Wycombe.

Parallels for Type 1 (No.1) are known from Great Chesters and Hexham. 1 There are
also unpublished examples, although with four zones ofdecorative alternation rather than
eight, from Cumberland and Lincolnshire.2 Type 2 occurs, for example, in London in
deposits dated C.1230-1260 A.D. and Type 3 in deposits ofC.1250-12g0 A.D. 3
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FIG. II

Thue t)'pa ofbrooch reprlSe~led in tho: Hambled.en brooch hoard. fA): TyPe I (no. I, obverse: and u\"erse:)j
(8): rype ~ (left, no. ~j nght, no. ~I)j (C): Type 3{no. 3)
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All these are individual finds and therefore orlimited help for association and dating.
The only find that combines Types 2 and ~ is that with LWO silver brooches from the site of
the Coventry Hospital and now in the Bntish Museum. These were found [Ogether with
coins that date the deposition of the hoard to the 1290S.~ The Hambledon Brooch Hoard
would fit this date well, although it is difficult to estimate how much earlier or later i~

should be.
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A MEDIEVAL WOODEN HARPOON FROM THE SOUTH COAST OF ENGLAND
(Figs. 12 and 13)

The Langstone Harbour Archaeological Survey project is a multi-disciplinary
research project to map and record the archaeology and mterpret the social and physical
development of the harbour over the past 10,000 years. The area is well known for its
prehistoric archaeology, t and artefacts are continually being found and recorded by
fishermen and locals. One such object is reported here.

A wooden 'harpoon' was dredged from the grey silty clays of Sweare Deep by local
fishermen in about 1g802 and bought by the current owner Mr E. Mcleod. It was found at
t. SU 730045 on the ed~ of the Sweare Deep channel which connects Chichester and
Langstone Harbours N. of Haylin~Island; on recovery it was thought to have been stuck
in the mud as if thrown or shot. The object was conserved by the Portsmouth City
Conservation Officers along with material from the Mary Rose. The wood had been air
dried and treated with P.E.G. 4000 when examined and sampled for radiocarbon dating.
No formal identificaiton was made on the P.E.C. 4000 impregnated artefact, but
conservation at the Portsmouth City Conservation Office recorded it as being probably
yew (Taxus baccata), which is often used for this type of tool. It is likely to have bcen shaved
down from a straight roundwood branch.

The objcct is 538 mm long and t. 8 mm in diameter tapering to a weathered point.
The well fimshed cylindrical shaft varies beLWecn 7.5 and 9 mm ID diameter and gently
tapers to a worn blunted point at the butt end (Fig. 12). Heavy weathering and pilling- is
more evident along this taper, suggesting that it may, in part, be a product of, or becommg
accentuated by, post-depositional weathering and erosion. Ifit was stuck into the muds thc
butt end would have been more water worn. The remaining len.'tth of shaft was smooth
and weU finished. No tooling marks could be distinguished, fargefy because the shaft had
been weU finished. The head of the harpoon is unusual; it is triangular in cross section, an
almost perfect equilateral triangle with each face 13.S mm long. Into the upper flat face a
series of five paired 'barbs' have been cut. The pairs of barbs are 20 mm long and splaying
at about ISO making them 12 mm wide and only projecting about a couple of milhmetres




